
Mental Health Matters

ELIS LIS/LIMS Standard  Features
Robust Customization

Rapid Deployment

Intuitive Design

Cost Effective

Technical Support

Secure Reporting/HIPPA Compliant

Fully Automated Lab Workflow

No hidden fees

Unlimited Users

Cloud Based

LIS/LIMS SaaS by Big Rock Technology

The most Robust, Intuitive & Cost Effective LIS/LIMS (SaaS)
Big Rock Technology Group was formed in an
effort to address the limitations in laboratory
technology platforms.

ELIS LIS/LIMS SaaS was designed to be the most
cost effective and robust cloud-based technology
solution in the industry today. ELIS LIS/LIMS is
driven by sound strategy and intelligent execution
to create efficiencies around workflow, reporting,
and compliance within a lab setting. Our primary
goal is to provide our clients with more time to
focus on their client’s unique needs.

Customized Cloud Based LIMS

The intuitive design minimizes training, expedites the learning curve and requires no additional
hardware for a seamless and hassle-free transition from your current technology infrastructure
regardless of your hardware or software. With ELIS LIS/LIMS SaaS solution you get live, real-time visibility
into all elements of your lab operations!

Customizable

Cost Effective

Robust



With a rich background in both healthcare and technology,
we created ELIS LIS/LIMS to be the most cost efficient and
robust technology platform within the laboratory diagnostics
industry. At Big Rock, we understand the nuances of both
owning and managing a lab and the highly specialized
requirements of all elements of lab operations, reporting and
compliance.

limitations that lab owners, managers and directors may face with their current LIS/LIMS infrastructure. The ELIS
LIS/LIMS unique approach addresses those limitations while adding feature sets, workflows and business
intelligence that were previously unattainable in a traditional LIS or LIMS.

To learn more about Big Rock Technology Group 
and ELIS LIS/LIMS SaaS solutions, visit our website elislims.com

Big Rock Technology
5049 Edwards Ranch Rd., 4th Floor, Fort Worth, TX  76109
www.elislims.com

Because of our unique background and experience as
diagnostic laboratory owners and in the technology start up
space, we understand the challenges and 

qPCR molecular testing

Intuitive Design

Hematology Toxicology (LCMS, GCMS) Immunology

ELIS LIS/LIMS Testing Capabilities/Modalities

Request a customized product demonstration and discover how you can take your lab to the next level.
info@bigrocktechnology.com

See our software in action

Become ELIS certified

From our training program to research and insights, we can help your lab reach levels of excellence you didn't think
were possible.
info@bigrocktechnology.com
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